
How and where to celebrate the true story of 
a Lady Stradivari?  

Chapel Hill, Asheville, Greensboro, Raleigh, 
Charlotte, Winston Salem, and Greenville, 
SC—Biographer Quincy Whitney follows 
the violin trail this week to bookstores and 
violin shops in the Carolinas to celebrate the 
publication of American Luthier: Carleen 
Hutchins—the Art and Science of the Violin, 
just released by ForeEdge, the trade imprint 
of University Press of New England. 

String lovers, acoustic aficionados, fiddling 
devotees and classical music lovers will find 
this true story most engaging—the tale of the 
20th century violinmaker who began carving 
fiddles in her kitchen and then went on to 
invent a new family of violins. Hutchins was 
the most innovative luthier since Stradivari.  

It isn’t often that an author stops by a violin  
shop, but it is the perfect fit for American 
Luthier, as Whitney found out this past 
week when she visited The Violin Shoppe in 
Charlotte, and was thrilled to be invited back 
for another event in June. Whitney will be 
at Flyleaf at Chapel Hill this evening at 7:00. 
On April 12 she will visit 2 violin shops — 
4:00 at the Base Violin Shop in Greensboro,  
at 523 N. Cedar Street, and Montgomery 
Violins, 509 Hillsborough Street in Raleigh 
from 7:30-9:00. On Wednesday, the 13th, 
Whitney will be at Malaprop’s Bookstore in 
Asheville at 7:00, and on the 14th, M. Judson 
Books in Greenville, SC is hosting an event, 
featuring violinist/fiddler Hans Wolff.

“American Luthier will be of great inter-
est to classical musicians and fiddlers,” says 
Whitney. “I am enjoying connecting with 
both communities because Hutchins was 
such a remarkable pioneer in her field.” For 
Whitney’s full itinerary, please check out her 
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website: www.quincywhitney.com and follow 
her @QuincysQuarry.

Hutchins made nearly 500 instruments and 
created an international community devoted 
to violin acoustics. Although she died in 
2009, there is a virtual violin community 
in the 500 instruents she made. Whitney is 
actively documenting these instruments, so 
if you're a player, collector, or a curator with 
a Hutchins instrument -- and its telltale SUS 
label -- please contact Whitney via her web-
site.

Whitney, a Wake Forest graduate who lives 
in New Hampshire, will return north for 
American Luthier’s launch week with events 
at Watchung Booksellers on April 19 in 
Montclair, NJ, home to Hutchins, April 20 
at the Exton (Philadelphia), Pennsylvania 
Barnes & Noble, and on April 22 at Jalopy 
Theatre and School of Music in Brooklyn, 
an acoustic roots-music theater, club con-
servatory and vintage instrument shop. 
Whitney will return south to attend the June 
3-5 Biographers International Organization 
(BIO) Annual Meeting in Richmond, in 
addition to bookstore events scheduled in 
Richmond, Charlottesville, Winchester.

The only American and the only woman 
luthier ever to be honored in Cremona, Italy, 
birthplace of Stradivari, is Carleen Hutchins 
(1911–2009), who pioneered acoustical phys-
ics in violinmaking. The most innovative 
violinmaker of the modern age, Hutchins set 
out to explore two worlds she knew virtually 
nothing about—violins and acoustical phys-
ics. American Luthier chronicles the life of 
this unsung woman who altered everything 
in a world that had changed little in three 
centuries.
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American Luthier: Carleen Hutchins—the Art and Science of the Violin

“Far more than any other person, Carleen Hutchins ignited in me a lifelong curiosity and reverence for the 
art and science of violinmaking. She opened my ears to the inner voice of an instrument, and opened my 
eyes to the endless and wondrous landscape of the inspired luthier. Moreover, she proved beyond a doubt 
that an American woman could stand shoulder to shoulder with the legends of her field.”
—David Finckel

“As a music educator since age fifteen, and having had the pleasure of playing on the viola of the Apgar quar-
tet (which Virginia Apgar built under Carleen’s instruction) in 1994, I am delighted to read this insightful 
book about the pioneer luthier Carleen Hutchins, which I highly recommend to music lovers!”
—Yeou-Cheng Ma, Children’s Orchestra Society

“In the face of intransigently traditional classical musicians, instrument sellers, and critics, Hutchins, a biolo-
gist and skilled woodworker, married music with acoustics to make a new family of stringed instruments. 
The conductor Leopold Stokowski celebrated her ‘monster’ viola, and Yo-Yo Ma won a Grammy performing 
on her vertical viola. A book for music lovers, scientists, historians, and fans of strong-minded, highly skilled 
women.”
—Sharon Bertsch McGrayne, author of Nobel Prize Women in Science: Their Lives, Struggles, and 
Momentous Discoveries

“Whitney skillfully combines a forthright narrative of Hutchins’s personal life with the complex scientific 
challenges she undertook, while keeping us mindful of the greater history of the violin as the creation of 
Renaissance craftsmen and vehicle for the artistic genius of performers.”
—Sally B. Brown, co-chair of the Visiting Committee of the Department of Musical Instruments at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art

“An underappreciated American genius, Carleen Hutchins broke gender barriers in two fields simultane-
ously, challenged the status quo, and was vilified for it. By holding up the light of reason to string instrument 
acoustics, she brought violinmaking into the twentieth century and succeeded in creating the first truly 
matched violin family in history: the violin octet—a crowning achievement in the field of lutherie.”
—Joe McNalley, The Hutchins Consort

“The passionate research that Hutchins generated toward understanding the physics of violin tone inspired a 
thorough investigation into the tonal mechanics of spruce soundboards on guitars. We were most honored to 
know her and collaborate with her on this important work.”.
—C. F. Martin IV, C. F. Martin & Co.

QUINCY WHITNEY, primary arts writer for the Boston Sunday Globe 
NH Weekly for fourteen years, a Eugene O’Neill Critic Fellow; Salz-
burg Seminar Fellow; Metropolitan Museum of Art Research Fellow; 
and Hosking Houses Trust (UK) Fellow, will be begin a six-week 
East Coast Book tour in North Carolina where she will be attending 
WORDS AWAKE—a Wake Forest Writers Conference. Highlights 
of the tour will include an April 19 Book Launch Event at Watchung 
Booksellers, in Montclair, NJ—home to Hutchins—and an April 22 
NYC Book Launch Event at Jalopy Theater and School of Music, 
Brooklyn, NY.  After several weeks in New England, she will return 
south to attend the Biographers International Organization (BIO) 
Annual Meeting in Richmond, VA.


